Measurements of open charm production in photon-photon collisions made with the AMY detector at TRISTAN are reported. Charmed hadrons were identied by detecting the high momentum muons or electrons from their semileptonic decays. The data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 275 pb 01 at an average center of mass energy of 58 GeV. Results are presented in the form of cross sections of inclusive leptons from charm for both muons and electrons. The measured cross section is 1.8 standard deviations higher than theoretical predictions based on the direct and photongluon fusion process, where the mass of charm quark is assumed to be 1.6 GeV.
Cross section measurements of the pair production of charm quarks in untagged photon-photon collisions at PEP and PETRA experiments are higher than predictions based on the Born approximation for the direct quark-parton model (QPM) process ! c c [1] . Recently, the theoretical prediction has been improved by the inclusion of radiative QCD corrections and contributions from resolved photon processes [2] . (\Resolved photon interactions" are hard scattering processes involving the partonic structure of the photon, i.e. the quarks and gluons in the photon [3] .) With these inclusions, the theoretical predictions are consistent with the latest experimental results for D 3 production at PETRA/PEP [2] .
More recently, the VENUS and TOPAZ experiments at TRISTAN have reported measurements of charm production in two-photon processes [4, 5, 6] . The TOPAZ results, using both inclusive electron events and D 3 events, indicate an excess of high transverse momentum of D 3 s, although both the TOPAZ and VENUS results at low transverse momentum are consistent with the predictions.
Theoretical predictions for charm production are less ambiguous than those for lighter quarks. Among the many dierent resolved photon processes that contribute to light quark production, only the photon-gluon fusion process gives a sizable contribution to charm production [2] . At TRISTAN energies, the contribution from twiceresolved photon processes to charm production are negligibly small. Moreover, vector meson dominance processes (VMD) [7] are also negligible, and theoretical ambiguities associated with the P min t parameter separating the soft and hard scattering processes do not occur. Furthermore, in the high transverse momentum region, the photon-gluon fusion process is largely suppressed and ambiguities relevant to the photon-gluon fusion process, such as the gluon density in the photon, are less important. Similarly, the uncertainty in the charm quark mass has a small eect on the predicted high transverse momentum cross section.
Here, we report a measurement of the cross section for open charm production in untagged two-photon collisions using the AMY detector at TRISTAN. Charmed quarks were identied by their semileptonic decay to high momentum muons or electrons.
We have analyzed a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 275 pb 01 and have observed more inclusive high momentum leptons than any of the other TRISTAN experiments. Our higher statistics indicate some excess over theoretical predictions at high transverse momenta.
Monte Carlo simulation
The experimental results are compared with the theoretical predictions using Monte Carlo simulations. Events for both the direct and the photon-gluon fusion process were generated with a Monte Carlo program based on the BASES and SPRING packages [8] and processed though a program that simulates the AMY detector. We take the charm mass to be 1.6 GeV.
The direct process is modeled with a QPM event generator that incorporates all six rst-order diagrams [9] . Resolved photon events are generated according to the formulae given in Ref [3] . Here, three dierent parameterizations|LAC1 [10] , DG [11] , and WHIT4 [12] |are used for the parton density in the photon.
The quarks are fragmented via the Lund string-fragmentation scheme in the JET-SET7.3 program [13] . The direct process is evolved using a parton shower scheme. The fragmentation function of Peterson et al [14] , is used to describe the fragmentation of charm quarks. Here, z = (E + p k ) hadron =(E + p k ) quark , N is a normalization constant, and c is the fragmentation parameter for charm quarks. We use c = 0:047 [15] . The branching ratios for semileptonic decays of charmed mesons in the LUND decay table were adjusted to match the August 1994 update of the PDG Data Base [16] . The details of the Monte Carlo simulations are described in Ref [17] .
Untag event selection
The data used in this analysis were taken with the AMY detector [18] in the 1990 through 1994 run periods. The center of mass energies range from 57.6 to 59.7 GeV with a luminosity-weighted average of p s = 58 GeV. The total data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 275 pb 01 .
In the selection of inclusive lepton events, we rst impose the following untag event criteria: 1) There must be ve or more charged tracks originating from within r= 4 cm and j z j=10 cm of the interaction point, with two or more of these having j p j 0:75 GeV/c and at least one having p t 1:0 GeV/c.
2) The net charge of the good tracks must have an absolute value of 2 or less.
3) The net momentum transverse to the beam direction must be 5.0 GeV/c.
4) The visible invariant mass W vis must lie between 4 and 20 GeV. Here, the calculation of W vis includes both charged and neutral particles measured by the barrel tracker (CDC), the barrel calorimeter (SHC), and the endcap calorimeter (ESC). 5) There are no clusters with energy exceeding 0.25E beam in the electromagnetic calorimeters (SHC , ESC). Requirement 1) is applied to ensure good trigger eciency and to reject QED-type events such as e + e 0 ! e + e 0 + 0 . Requirements 2) and 3) reduce the number of events coming from the interactions of beam particles with the residual gas in the vacuum chamber (beam-gas events). Requirement 4) suppresses backgrounds from single-photon hadronic annihilations. Finally, 5) ensures that the two interacting photons were almost real (anti-tag condition). This condition limits the corresponding polar angle for the scattered electron to be j cos j 0:97. Our \untag event sample" contains the 25820 events that pass the above cuts. we require that the matching distance between the hits and the extrapolated track be less than twice the mean deviation expected from multiple Coulomb scattering. Most cosmic ray events are rejected by requiring that the muon scintillation counter time relative to the beam crossing is in the range 0 < t < 35 ns. The remaining cosmic ray events are rejected by a visual scan. The eciency of muon identication is estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation and found to be 40%. A total of 32 events from the untag event sample satisfy the inclusive muon criteria. No events containing two or more muons were found.
Muon backgrounds
Background from multihadronic single-photon annihilation is estimated to be 1.961.3 events from a Monte Carlo simulation of this process using the JETSET7.3 generator [13] . Contaminations from e + e 0 ! e + e 0 + 0 and e + e 0 ! e + e 0 b b proceses are estimated to be 2.461.4 and 1.260.2 events, respectively, from Monte Carlo simulations of these processes.
In bonade two-photon events, the fake muon signal arises principally from hadron showers in the hadron lter, where the debris reaches the muon chamber (\punchthrough"), or from decays-in-ight of 6 and K 6 mesons to muons that reach the muon chamber (\decay"). These backgrounds were studied by two methods.
1) Monte Carlo simulation
The backgrounds due to decays-in-ight and punchthrough of hadrons were estimated from Monte Carlo event samples for e + e 0 ! e + e 0 + hadrons. The amount of background estimated by Monte Carlo was normalized to the data by demanding that the number of Monte Carlo tracks match the number of observed tracks in the untag event sample.
2) Analytical calculation
The background level was also estimated by calculating the probabilities of decay and punchthrough for each charged particle in the untag event sample, using a momentum-dependent analytical formula for the decay and punchthrough probabilities [19] . This calculation did not include the eect of the matching distance requirement. If, in the Monte Carlo simulation, the matching distance of the MUO hits with an extrapolated CDC track is relaxed to j d j 1 m the estimated numbers of background events by these independent methods are consistent within their errors (Fig. 1) . When the tighter, two standard deviation matching requirement is imposed in the Monte Carlo simulation, the background due to fake muons was determined to be 8.061.1 events.
Summary of muon analysis
After subtracting the background contributions, 18.5 6 6.1 inclusive muon events remain. The results of the muon analysis is summarized in Fig. 2 .
5 Inclusive electron analysis 5.1 Electron selection
A charged track in the momentum range 2:0 p 5:0 GeV/c and within 62 (in and ) of the direction of a shower cluster is classied as an electron candidate if the ratio of the shower energy to the track momentum exceeds 0.78 (0.77 for charged tracks below 2.5 GeV/c), and the longitudinal shower development is consistent with that of an electromagnetic shower. In addition to these cuts, the electron candidate is required to be isolated from the nearest charged track by demanding that the isolation angle between it and the nearest charged track exceeds 6 . Events from the higher-order-QED process, e + e 0 ! e + e 0 e + e 0 + , are rejected by visual scanning. These criteria were chosen to give good electron eciency with low pion contamination. The Monte Carlo estimate of the electon identication eciency is 60%. A total of 49 events from the untag event sample survive as inclusive electron candidates. No events containing two electrons or more or an electron and a muon were found.
Electron backgrounds
Backgrounds from hadronic annihilation (2.861.6 events), e + e 0 ! e + e 0 + 0 (4.061.8 events), and e + e 0 ! e + e 0 b b (1.460.2 events) are estimated with the Monte Carlo techniques used for the inclusive muon sample.
The backgrounds in bonade two-photon events originating from -conversion and 0 Dalitz decay were estimated by using a Monte Carlo event sample for e + e 0 ! e + e 0 + hadrons. Again, we normalize to the same number of tracks for the Monte Carlo event sample and the untag event sample. The combined estimated contribution was 2.860.7 events. The backgrounds due to fake electrons were evaluated for the following two possibilities: 1) -hadron overlap
If an electromagnetic shower produced by a or 0 is close to a charged track, the charged track could be mistaken as an electron.
An estimate of the background due to overlaps was done using the full untag event sample. A shower cluster in an event was moved articially to within a 2 degree cone around a charged track and combined with the cluster produced by the track itself. Then the criteria for an electron candidate were applied to the combined cluster. After accounting for the probability that a cluster falls within a 2 degree cone of a charged track, we obtained the -hadron overlap background of 0:5 6 0:2 events.
2) Interacting pion
Pions interacting hadronically in the SHC may produce an energy cluster that passes the electron identication criteria. Such interactions are dominated by the charge exchange reaction 0 + p ! 0 + n.
This background was estimated using the FLUKA [20] simulation code for the hadronic interaction in conjunction with the AMY detector simulation. In order to examine how well FLUKA simulates hadronic interactions in the AMY detector, we compared the E=p distributions of hadrons in real events with those in Monte Carlo simulated events for single-photon annihilation processes. The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate that FLUKA reproduces the experimental data rather well.
We generated pions with the same momentum and angular distributions as those of the hadrons in the untag event sample and simulated their interactions in the SHC with FLUKA. From these we determine a probability of 4.2% for a pion to be identied as an electron. Assuming all charged particles in the untag event sample are pions gives an estimate of the interacting pion contamination of the electron sample of 15:4 6 0:7.
5.3
Summary of electron analysis
After subtracting the background contributions, we are left with 22.167.5 inclusive electron events. The electron selection is summarized in Fig. 2 .
Cross section for inclusive leptons from charm
In order to compare the results directly with theoretical predictions, we corrected the results for the limited acceptance to obtain cross sections for inclusive leptons from charm. To ensure good lepton identication, the experiment limits the momenta The detector has no redundant trigger for untagged two-photon events, so the trigger eciency must also be estimated from the Monte Carlo simulation. The primary trigger for the selected events was derived from track segments in the CDC with some energy deposition in the SHC. We estimate the eciency for this trigger by combining the track trigger eciency, as estimated from Monte Carlo trigger simulator, and the SHC energy trigger eciency, as measured from the data. The overall trigger eciency is determined to be 89.6%, which is the ratio of the trigger eciency of the most dominant trigger to the event fraction of the dominant trigger in the experiment. The systematic errors in the measurement of the cross section arise from the luminosity determination, the trigger eciency estimation, the background subtraction, and the determination of the acceptance correction.
The uncertainty in the luminosity determination was 1.5%. The error in the trigger eciency was estimated to be 4.9% by observing the variation in the trigger eciency when changing the criteria of the most dominant trigger by combining several track triggers.
The Monte Carlo statistical errors for the determination of background levels from the e + e 0 ! e + e 0 + 0 , e + e 0 ! e + e 0 b b, and hadronic annihilation processes are treated as systematic uncertainties. These are 8.9 and 9.6% for the inclusive muon and electron events, respectively. In the fake muon determination, the uncertainty in the value of the cross section in the GVMD model used to generate e + e 0 ! e + e 0 + hadrons was taken into account.
The systematic error taken to be the variation of the results when the value of cross section was changed by 50%. We compared the number of fake muons estimated from analytical calculation with that of Monte Carlo simulation. The dierence in the results from these independent two methods was taken as an additional systematic error.
In the determination of the contamination from fake electrons, there is an uncertainty associated with the choice of Monte Carlo models for simulation of hadron interaction. The FLUKA Monte Carlo simulation code was used for the estimation of this background. We evaluated the systematic error of FLUKA using the E=p distributions of charged tracks in hadronic annihilation process. The E=p distributions obtained by FLUKA were compared with that of experimental data. We modied the E=p distributions of FLUKA by one standard deviation from the default distributions and took the variation of the eciency of hadrons that pass our electron cuts as a measure of this systematic error.
The total systematic uncertainty in the determinations of the fake lepton background are the quadrature sums of the above-listed errors together with the errors associated with the Monte Carlo statistics. The results are 8.1 and 8.0% for inclusive muon and electron events, respectively.
The acceptance correction factor was recalculated by changing cuts for the acceptance boundary of leptons by amounts corresponding to the experimental resolutions, by using dierent parton distribution function (LAC1 and DG), and by varying the branching ratios of the charmed mesons, either the August 1994 PDG tables or the JETSET7.3 default values, in the LUND decay table as the Monte Carlo inputs. The systematic error due to acceptance correction was estimated to be 12% for both inclusive muon and electron events.
The quadratic sum of the systematic errors are 17 and 19% for inclusive muon and electron events, respectively; about half of the statistical errors.
Discussion
The measured cross sections and theoretical predictions are summarized in Table 1 . Fig. 5 shows our measurements compared with theoretical predictions of the incoherent sum of the direct and photon-gluon fusion processes. In these calculations, we used the LAC1, DG, and WHIT4 model calculations for the gluon density.
In this analysis, next-to-leading order(NLO) QCD corrections are applied to the direct and resolved-photon charm production processes. In determining this correction, we removed the eects of hard gluon radiation from the total NLO correction [6, 21] , since these are already included in our Monte Carlo generator. The dominant correction to the direct process is found to be the gluon exchange diagram; a W -dependent correction is obtained [2] , where W is the invariant mass of the system. The correction for the resolved photon process is dominated by the q ! c cq process and is given to a good approximation by the function: N(0:48p c T + 0:52), where p c T is the transverse momentum of the charm quark in GeV/c and N is the normalization factor that is determined to be 1.07 from ts of the total NLO cross section to resolved photon process measurements. Here, the charm quark mass(m c ) and the renormalization scale() are taken as 1.6 GeV and p 2m c , respectively. The results of the calculations listed in Table 1 indicate that the resolved photon contribution process is only 10 to 30% of the direct process, depending on the parton density function used for the photon. In these calculations, resolved photon processes give a softer charm-quark momentum distribution than that of direct process, which correspondingly leads to a softer lepton momentum distribution. This reduces the contribution of the resolved photon process for the lepton momentum region covered by this experiment. Consequently, the sum of the direct and the resolved photon process does not change signicantly for the quite dierent gluon distribution functions of LAC1, DG, and WHIT4. The sum of the muon and electron results is 1.8 standard deviation larger than the prediction with the WHIT4 distribution function (Fig. 5) ; this excess becomes somewhat larger if the LAC1 or DG densities are used.
We have examined the eects of the mass and fragmentation parameter of the charm quark on the theoretical prediction of the cross sections. A lower mass gives a higher cross section and vice versa. The eect is more pronounced in the low momentum region. In the high momentum region covered by this measurement, the eect of lowering the charm quark mass from 1.6 to 1.3 GeV is about a 10% increase in the cross section. The cross section calculations using a charm quark mass of 1.3 GeV are summarized in Table 2 .
Using a harder fragmentation function for the transition of the charm quark to hadrons, which corresponds to a smaller fragmentation parameter c , makes the predicted cross sections larger, since the transverse momenta of the parent D is correlated with that of the lepton. We changed the value of fragmentation parameter to 0.028 from the chosen value of 0.047, according to the ALEPH group's measurement [15] . This increases the cross sections by 15 and 12% for the inclusive muons and electrons, respectively.
The TOPAZ group has measured the inclusive electron cross section as a function of the electron transverse momentum [5] . Since the momentum range and solid angle acceptance of the two experiments dier, the results can not be compared directly. We extrapolate our cross section for inclusive electron from charm to the region covered by TOPAZ using a Monte Carlo simulation of the direct process. For this comparison, the transverse momenta and polar angles of electrons are limited to 1.5 P t 3.0 GeV/c and j cos j0.77, respectively. Our extrapolated cross section is about 50% smaller than that of TOPAZ, but consistent within one standard deviation.
Summary
The charm production in photon-photon collisions is measured by detecting high momentum leptons. Combining the inclusive electron and muon events, the measured cross section is more than 1.8 standard deviations larger than the incoherent sum of the predictions for the direct process and the photon-gluon fusion process. Here, the mass of the charm quark is assumed to be 1.6 GeV and the statistical and systematic errors are combined in quadrature. The excess cannot be accounted for by tuning the gluon density in the photon over a reasonable range of values. The cross-hatched area shows the prediction for direct process. The singly-hatched area shows the prediction for the photon-gluon fusion process with WHIT4 parton density, where the charm quark mass is assumed to be 1. 6 GeV. The open area shows the increase of cross section due to the lighter charm quark mass of 1.3 GeV. The NLO QCD correction is included in these predictions. The error bar is the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
